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Our Chairman - Tom Silcock
In nearly 20 years of running Sire Evaluation trials, our site has never committed to such an intense workload
and huge variety of programs. It is heartening to have a new wave of young,
keen breeders joining the ranks of our Committee.
The Balmoral trial is at the fore of the AWI/AMSEA “Ewe Lifetime Productivity
Trial” utilising ewes bred in the Sire Evaluation trail and comparing lifetime
performance of the early maturing genetics, against genetics that
may have better longevity. This joint trial is funded by AWI and Project Managed by AMSEA.
From our involvement in this trial, we will play a vital role in one of the biggest
genetic comparisons. (with more in-depth analysis) than has ever been undertaken.
With big numbers of rams entered each year, some with already high profile reputations, it is reasonable to
assume we will view some of Australia’s best performing genetics for our district each year.
Having trialled and compared pedigree systems in the past, we used Pedigree Match Maker (PMM) topped up
with DNA to gain the 2013 drop pedigree. With AWI funding for the additional lifetime trial work on top of the
standard Sire Evaluation trial, we have now committed to only utilising DNA to obtain all pedigree over the next
few years. Lambing all ewes together and equally, will also enable us to evaluate lamb survival once again;
a critical issue to our profitability.
The traditional way of farming is really being challenged, with the use of DNA, PMM, automatic paddock Walk
over Weighing (WOW), plus other cutting edge concepts in the wind like virtual fencing, tags that communicate
to each other, auto drafting linked to the WOW system and possibly even utilising sexed semen in our AI
programs – the technological developments each year are
impressive.
In addition the industry’s ability to quantify genetic variation
and utilise it for improvement has never been greater.
In the combined Ewe lifetime Productivity Trial AMSEA
continues to protect the interests of its breeders and AWI
will ensure your research dollars are being spent with
good accountability. While this trial is exciting, our first objective remains the running of our regular Sire Evaluation
trial.
Once again a massive thanks to all of our supporters and
sponsors. Your support enables these exciting genetic
comparisons to be run, that we and the whole industry can
learn from.
Tom Silcock
AMSEA Chairman

Tom with the collected DNA samples

Elders Balmoral Sire Evaluation Trial Chairman
Don’t miss the only viewing of the 2013 and 2014 drop at this years’
Field Day on 10 th of April at Wando Estate
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2015 Sire Entries
Billandri Poll, 130087
Bogo, 111424
Bundaleer Poll, 13V741
Bundilla, 111265
Centre Plus Poll, 207316
Darriwell, 130941
Glenpaen, 120042
Greenfields Poll, 130599
Hazeldean, 000043
Kurra Wirra, SR5681
Leahcim Poll, 090918
Leahcim Poll, 123153

Merinotech WA Poll, 100081
Mokanger, 120092
Moojepin, 100248
Mumblebone, 130389
Nareeb Nareeb, 130380
Nerstane, 130467
One Oak No.2, R56
Roseville Park, 140019
The Mountain Dam, ESA004
Tuckwood Poll, 121021
Yalgoo, 120043
Yiddinga, 130374

Ewes & 2014 Progeny at Mepungah
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2013 Drop – Adult Fleece Results and Classer’s Visual Grade
Initial Adult fleece results and Classer’s Visual Grade for the 2013 drop. Full results will be available at the
Field Day.
Adult fleece results are the average performance of all the progeny of a sire, expressed as a deviation from the
average shown at the bottom of the table, in the units of measurement described. No account is made for factors that can improve the breeding value accuracy.

Breeders flock, Sire name

Number
of
progeny

Adult Fleece Traits
FDCV
SL
%
mm

FD
um

SS
n/kt

Classer's Visual Grade
Tops
Culls
%
%
(dev)
(dev)

Bundaleer, BDR021

40

0.0

-0.6

-2.6

-0.1

-6

4

Connewarran, 0040

45

0.0

-0.9

-1.6

-0.4

10

-7

Gringegalgona, 090960

41

0.0

0.0

1.4

-0.2

7

-2

Hannaton Poll, 110001

47

0.6

-0.1

-1.8

-2.3

5

-5

Hazeldean, 9.4752

35

-0.6

0.0

1.5

2.1

-11

10

Kia Ora, 090130

42

0.4

-0.3

0.2

0.3

-4

1

Kurra-Wirra, SR296 (Historical)

31

-0.1

-0.3

-6.6

0.9

-8

8

Kurra-Wirra, SV885 (Historical)

43

0.5

1.7

-5.3

-3.0

-11

-2

Leahcim Poll, 090918

43

0.7

-0.4

3.7

1.7

-2

-7

The Mountain Dam, 12/LE018

42

0.0

-0.4

4.5

2.8

9

2

Nerstane, 050010

40

-0.9

1.5

-3.6

1.7

-3

4

Nerstane, 100919

54

0.4

-0.3

7.3

0.1

13

-7

One Oak No. 2, BL11-104

40

0.2

1.8

-6.1

-1.2

-8

-4

Roseville Park, 100038

34

-0.8

0.4

-1.0

-2.9

5

-7

Tuckwood Poll, 101012

43

-0.4

-0.2

7.8

-2.9

14

-2

Yalgoo, 080068

50

-0.5

-1.0

-0.5

4.2

0

8

Yiddinga, 195

36

-0.3

-1.0

-2.5

2.6

-8

1

Mount Yulong Poll, 110111

47

0.3

0.3

1.3

-2.8

-9

9

Bundaleer, BDR021

40

Average performance

42

0.0
16.4
um

-0.6
19.0
%

-2.6
81.4
mm

-0.1
54.5
n/kt

-6
11
%

4
7
%

Classer’s Visual Grade is expressed as the percentage deviation of average Tops% and Culls%.

Classer’s Visual Grade comments at Wando Estate.
The 2013 drop presented in good condition given the dry season and in the main the wools showed little
water damage. Overall the drop was pretty even so only the very best made the tops resulting in a higher
flock percentage than might normally be expected.
Well done to the Wando team of Rob, Vickie, Barry, Josh & Justin –well led by Tom for presenting the
sheep in good condition.
Also a big thank you to Will Daley, Amy Tierney, Elise Kealy and all those who helped across the 2 days.
Andrew Howells from Elders Hamilton and Will Daley from Elders Stud Stock classed the 2013 drop at Wando Estate .
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Wando Estate–Host property 2012-2013
From December to March the main rainfall event was in January
which totalled 60mm.This was certainly of some benefit especially
for the summer fodder crops. This doubled dry matter production
which was of a huge benefit for increased weight gain for our merino weaners. February and March have been very dry with only
15mm in February and 20mm to date in March
Like most of Western Victoria supplementary feeding has dominated our week with a feeding program of seven days a week at
present.
Since December the 2013 drop trial hoggets have been classed
and mid side samples taken for information to be provided at the
field day. Sheep were also weighed and an ear tag assessment
recorded.

Tom Sweeney Manager Wando Estate

Data showed that the average daily weight gain had dropped so
the feed ration has been adjusted accordingly.
The feed ration has gone from 2kg/hd/week to 3.5kg/hd/week plus cereal hay as well. Also the mob has gone
from a paddock rotation to a containment paddock setup .
The walk over weighing crate is set up on a water trough so we are getting daily data reads from this as well.

Tom Sweeney
Wando Estate

Walk Over at Weighing at Wando Estate
2013 drop sire evaluation hoggets
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Mepungah Pastoral Company–Host property 2014
SIRE EVALUATION PRE- OPEN DAY NEWSLETTER APRIL 2015
The disappointing Spring at Mepungah has been followed by a long and dry,
but fortunately, cool Summer.
Mepungah received 63mm of rain in early January which revived fodder crops
and freshened up cut silage and hay paddocks but also damaged the little
standing feed available. Last week we had 10mm which has been the largest
recorded rainfall since the rain in Jan.
The upside of a poor Spring and dry Summer is no fly strike and no worms. Despite the long extended period without pasture growth, we have had record low
weaner mortalities and all sheep are in remarkably good condition. In over 30
years experience I cannot recall a longer time frame of lambs not requiring
drenching. We have managed to maintain low FEC’s from the point of weaning
until the 23 March. Even then the counts were not overly high, but the flock
lambs were in for shearing. The sire evaluation lambs, which have not been
shorn, will be drenched tomorrow, (30th March), when they are weighed and

Nick Falkenberg

sire tagged.
I can also not recall a longer period of time of not treating any fly struck sheep. As well as fly treatment product, I suspect sales of Nurophen, Voltaren and Panadol have all dropped substantially in Hamilton.
Just prior to Christmas we DNA tested the 16% of lambs that failed to get accurate sire correlation using the
Pedigree Match Maker system. On the 30 th of March we will weigh and sire tag all the trial lambs of which
there are now 733.
The trial lambs are currently receiving 2.4kg/head/week of DM in the form of a 75/25 ration of barley and lupins. The pasture they are on consists of about 850kg/DM of poor quality dry feed and they are stocked at
16.8DSE/ha. The lambs are in CS 2.8 – 3.0. The majority of the balance of our flock lambs are in containment
areas on full rations.
At this point I’d like to acknowledge and thank Hamish Dickson of Agri Partner consulting for his animal nutrition advice. Hamish has made himself freely available for recommendations and has made a couple of farm
visits.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone else involved in the sire evaluation trial and those who
have helped collect data and process the stock. I would like to particularly thank Tom Silcock, Tom Waldron,
Amy Tierney , Andrew Howells ,Pete Mecham and Michael Craig who are consistently on hand for help and
advice. I also ask that you take time to read the list of sponsors on the rear page of this newsletter and consider using their services as without them the cost of running the trial would be significantly higher.
Finally I look forward to seeing and meeting you at Mepungah on Friday the 10 th of April.
Nick Falkenberg
Mepungah Pastoral Co.
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“Tuloona”–Host property 2015
A Summary Of The Tuloona Operation.
Located 5Klm south of Harrow with a 575 mm rainfall,
Tuloona is 4200 Ha property running fine wool merinos,
6100 joined to Merino rams and 5100 joined to Suffolk
rams.
We run Angus and Angus X Hereford cows, with steers
focused on being finished for the hooks and our heifers
are grown out for 15 months then suitable cows will be
joined to low BW Angus bulls.
Currently we plan to crop 930 Ha down to Wheat, Barley,
Lupins, Canola and 120 Ha for pasture renovation.
With the managing director Michael Craig away on a Nuffield scholarship, Jane and I have been taking to the task
of running Tuloona, with the assistance of Murray, Pascal
and Alex.
We have had a very busy few weeks.
After 2 inches of rain mid-summer, we were able to finish
more cross bred lambs on our Lucerne, a lot earlier than

Sean Harvey-Manager at “Tuloona”

we otherwise would have.
The rain stimulated a lot of growth in the phalaris that has been a great bonus for our merino lambs; however
it has now been stressed for about the last three weeks which has coincided with shearing and the AI programming, meaning we have had to be careful not to inflict toxicity issues.
I’m looking forward to seeing the results from all our hard work and rather excited thinking about what we can
learn from these trial results.
Having Tom assisting me with all the operations that had to happen and Hamish to help us to ensure our nutrition requirements are met, has been invaluable.
We completed The AI and DNA from last Monday 23 March to Thursday 26 March, without issue and now can
prepare for Preg scanning on our Suffolk joining operation.
Hopefully with Rain not too far away, we’ll
get started on fertiliser spreading and
paddock preparation for the cropping enterprise shortly.
Sean Harvey. Manager.

David Kennett from Genstock doing a
wonderful job of AI’ing at
Tuloona
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PROPOSED AWI / AMSEA LIFETIME PRODUCTIVITY
AWI / AMSEA Merino Lifetime Productivity Project
The AWI Board has recently given approval for a nine-year $3 million project with the Australian
Merino Sire Evaluation Association (AMSEA) to collect data and examine
lifetime productivity on progeny that result from Merino Sire Evaluation trials across Australia.
The project is in response to the commercial push to buy flock rams and
younger and younger ages. Breeders and classer’s alike have expressed
concern that selecting sheep too early may adversely affect a flock’s lifetime productivity.
Similarly, some scientists has expressed concern that the current Merino
genetic evaluation system, MERINOSELECT, is too dominated by young
age measurements and that there are benefits in greater use of adult
measurements.
By value-adding to a resource that is already commercially funded by ram
breeders, through entry fees and a large amount of in-kind industry sup-

Executive Officer Australian Merino Sire
Evaluation Association Ben Swain

port, the project plans to evaluate 3800 ewe progeny from 120 sires entered in sire evaluation trials over the
next three years.
These ewes will be measured for a wide range of lifetime productivity traits over a period of six to seven year,
with the aim of answering questions such as:


Do some Merino types perform better for fleece value at younger ages and fade at older ages? How do
low wrinkle, moderate fleece weight, high fibre diameter variability, good carcass types perform compared to more traditional high fleece weight types?



Do Merino ewes that raise more lambs still produce high fleece values at five and six years of age?



Do high indexing young sheep make more money over their lifetime?



Can we increase the current rates of genetic gain?

Continued
over page...

AI Ewes at “Tuloona”
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PROPOSED AWI / AMSEA LIFETIME PRODUCTIVITY
Contd:
Project Detail
Four current AMSEA sites, one in 2015 and three in 2016 will join ewes for two years with the resulting progeny being assessed for lifetime performance.
It is envisaged that the sire evaluation sites involved in the project will be located in diverse environments and
vary in sheep types, lambing dates, seasonal challenges and shearing dates.
90 ewes will be joined to each sire, with the aim of providing a minimum of 20 unselected ewe progeny per
sire by the time the ewes are six years of age.
The resulting 3800 ewe progeny (F1) will be shorn six to seven times and joined four to five times by natural
mating. All progeny, both the F1 ewes and their 12,600 F2 progeny will be DNA tested to determine parentage, in lieu of expensive daily lambing rounds.
The 120 sires entered will be drawn from diverse breeding philosophies and from a range of Merino types.
Whilst most of the F1 wethers and F2 progeny will not be used in the lifetime productivity project, other than to
measure weaning weight, it is envisaged they will be available for other projects as well as wether trials.
Merino Sire Evaluation sites will pay 100 per cent of the standard sire evaluation trial data collection costs.
This will be funded through entry fees paid by ram breeders, as has been the case for the past 25 years during which Merino Sire Evaluation has operated in Australia.
In order to have 25 ewes at six years of age by each sire, twice as many ewes are required to be joined by the
sire evaluation site at the beginning of the trial. To make this possible, AWI will be funding the additional progeny, as well as the collection of all the repeat adult lifetime data. All F1 ewe progeny will be retained, with the
exception of a small percentage of culls made for welfare considerations.
2015 Elders Victoria Joining
The Elders Victoria (Balmoral) sire evaluation site will be the first site to join in 2015. AI is planned for 23 -26
March. The site has the scope to enter 24 sires (2160 ewes).
The trial is being run at ‘Tulonna’, Harrow. Tuloona is owned by the Craig family with Michael Craig the property manager. Michael is also the treasurer of the Elders Victoria Sire Evaluation Association and a current
Nuffield scholarship recipient.
Tuloona runs a self-replacing fine wool Merino operation encompassing approximately 12,000 ewes. Whilst
cast for age (CFA) and cull ewes are joined to terminal sires, the majority of the ewes are joined to Merinos.
The Merinos are typical of western Victorian fine wools and are moderately framed with an average adult fibre
diameter of approximately 17 micron. Recently, genetics have been introduced into the flock in order to increase body weight and allow for wether lambs to be turned off over the hook.
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Test and assess – mineral supplements
Summer nutrition demands
Pasture quality has taken its normal decline as the season has progressed (a little earlier as well this year) resulting in many people looking at summer supplementation programs,especially for young and/or growing stock. Summer active
pastures or fodder crops can certainly reduce the need for supplementation, however for those utilising dry feed it is critical to understand the pasture quality to be
able to most cost effectively meet animal requirements.
The amount, type and resulting cost of any supplementation program will be dependent on the class of animal, the targeted growth rate or condition score for
those animals and the quality of the pasture available. Determining the animal

Hamish Dickson
Principal Consultant
Livestock nutrition & management

requirements is relatively simple once you know your production targets; however getting an accurate assessment of pasture quality requires a pasture test. Visual assessments of quality,
particularly for protein content, are inaccurate and can result in you feeding significantly more or less than
needed. A pasture test for feed value is inexpensive – generally around $45-$60 each.
Determining if any supplementation is required should take into account both the animals energy and protein
requirements, while assessing any limitations on intake due to factors such as fibre and dry matter content. I
often see that growing stock are limited in growth over summer by protein intake. Supplementing with a cereal
grain alone on dry pasture will not provide adequate protein for growing lambs. Whilst using a feed such as
lupins can appear expensive, relatively small amounts are required and improving the energy and protein balance in the diet often provides a significant improvement in animal performance, outweighing the additional
cost.
Don’t forget that lighter animals will have a greater nutritional requirement that if not met will result in poorer
performance. Recent weights from the Wando 2013 drop hoggets grazing pasture over September and October has shown how the heavier animals had increased growth rates compared to the lighter animals (Figure
1).This is a normal observation that reflects the ability of larger animals to outperform lighter animals on lower
quality feed due to their:
lower nutritional requirements (per kg lwt), and
greater body size allowing greater feed intake to help counter the declining feed quality.

Figure 1 - Average growth rate and number of animals in each weigh category as measured at hogget weighing at Wando Estate (16.10.14)
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Sheep Classing at Wando

AI & DNA Day
At
Tuloona
(note the ear rubbing to aid DNA
Collection )
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Australian National Merino Sire Evaluation Association
Executive Committee (AMSEA)
Tom Silcock
(Chairman) VIC
Jock McLaren
New England (NSW)& Deputy Chairman
Bill Sandilands
Yardstick (WA)
Sally Martin
MerinoLink (NSW)
Geoff Lindon
AWI
Matthew Coddington Macquarie (NSW)
Richard Apps
MLA

Ben Swain
NSW Executive Officer
Flea McShane TAS
Phil Toland
VIC

Thank
Thank--you to our Sponsors
We gratefully acknowledge the generous support of our sponsors and appreciate their
participation. Please support these businesses.
GENSTOCK Aust.
David and Ros Kennett
Ph: (03) 5570 8280

Steve and Debbie Milne
Richmond Hill Agribusiness Pty Ltd
Steve 0428 786 327
Debbie 0407 724 066
Email sjdjmilne@bigpond.com

.

Sheep Pro
Mark JenkinsonEmail:
sheeppro@active8.net.au

Riverina Wool Testers
Ph.: (02) 6925 1407
rwt@wooltesters.com.au

Elders Victoria Sire Evaluation Group Committee Contacts
Tom Silcock (Chairman)
Ph 03 5388 2238 Fax 03 5388 2235
Robert Plush
Ph 03 5575 0208
Robert Close
Ph 03 5570 4238
Hugh Jarvis (Vice Chairman) Ph 03 5588 6356
David Whyte (Elders)
Ph 0407 347 203
Tom Sweeney (Host 2012/13) Ph 03 5582-0270
Colin Frawley
Ph 03 5578 6334
Nick Falkenberg (Host 2014) Ph 03 5570 8240
Michael Craig (Treasurer)
Ph 03 5588 1395
Andrew Howells (Media)
Ph 0418 846 291
Mark Bunge
Ph 03 5579 7224
Tom & Julia Waldron
Ph 0438 789 230
Dale Bruns
Ph 0458 899 918
Elise Kealy
Ph 0448 600 525
Jim Farran
Ph 0408 310 107
Richard Beggs
Ph 0429 025 056
Daniel Rogers
Ph 03 5388 2257

Johnno Hicks
Hamish Dickson
Dr Steve Cotton
Duncan Pixley
Tony Kealy
Russell Macgugan
Will Plush
Anthony Close
Richard McShane

Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph

0428 922 366
0427 446 499
0447 352 321
0437 222 433
03 55 865 252
0438 314 390
0458 797 237
0413 285 860
0418 528 763

Amy Tierney -Elders (Secretary)
Ph: 03 5572 2266
Mobile 0427 555 027
Email: amy.tierney@elders.com.au
Correspondence to: Private Bag 105 Hamilton, VIC 3300
Ben Swain (Data Manager)

Ph 02 6743 2306

Rather Receive the Newsletter via Email?
If you would prefer an e-newsletter, let the manager know:

www.balmoralbreeders.com.au
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